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Abstract

Studies related to delineating the influence of thermal-buoyancy forces on

the thermal-hydraulics of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor plant components

under low-flow thermal transient and steady state conditions have generated

unique information which will aid design of these components. Various buoyancy

force induced phenomena such as thermal stratification, flow recirculation,

stagnation, and channeling are described and the importance to component

performance are discussed. The water based studies have been conducted in the

Mixing Components Test Facility a large multi program facility capable of

performing generic studies of fluid flow and heat transfer in reactor

components under programed transient and steady state conditions.

*Work fully supported by U. S. Department of Energy,
Office of Breeder Reactor Technology Projects,
Engineered Components Division
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1. Introduction

Studies related to understanding the influence of thermal buoyancy

forces on the performance of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) plant

components are being conducted at Argonne National Laboratory. This paper

presents some of the experimental results obtained to date for

(1) piping systems

(2) piping/fluid reservoir interfaces

(3) heat exchangers

with emphasis placed on describing the various thermal buoyancy induced

phenomena which can influence performance. In general, these studies are

concerned with delineating the behavior of component flow, thermal

distribution, friction, and heat transfer during plant low flow for both

steady and transient conditions.

Under normal reactor operating conditions of steady state and full flow,

the sodium flows in the reactor components are not influenced by thermal

buoyancy to any measurable degree. However, for certain off-normal conditions

(euch as, but not limited to, a reactor scram and pump flow-coast-down to

natural circulation) the component flows are low (in the range 0-7% of full

flow) and thermal transients are convected through the system as a result of

decay heat removal. These conditions produce fluid density variations within

a component and hence thermal buoyancy forces which can become significant

relative to the inertial or viscous fluid forces.

Only limited information exists on the influence of thermal buoyancy under

steady state conditions for pipes and heat exchangers [1, 2, and 3]. Little

information, however, is available on thermal buoyancy effects in these

components when the thermal-buoyancy producing flow-field temperature

variations result from the thermal-hydraulic transients entering the

components. Literature surveys and problem scoping assessments were conducted

in Refs. [3-5]. These preliminary efforts supported the preliminary

contention that thermal buoyancy can be of concern under the conditions

described above. These scoping studies also highlighted the lack of

information which can be used to aid the reactor plant component designer and

system analyst. It should be noted that until the present studies, most

concerns and studies focused on thermal buoyancy effects in the reactor upper

plenum.



From the viewpoint of the reactor system analyst, various thermal-

hydraulic system codes exist for the analysis of loop type LMFBR flow

circuits. One of the reactor transient events which is analyzed is the flow*

coast-down to natural circulation event, for which the flow is maintained in

the reactor circuits by thermal density head variation. The system codes hava

In common the fact that the flow and thermal energy transport in the various

components is modeled as being one dimensional in planes normal to the mean

flow direction. Hence thermal buoyancy force induced "secondary" flows and

their effects on flow and thermal distribution, are neglected and only

Integrated large-scale thermal density head effects are factored into the

analysis in conjunction with classicial (not accounting for thermal buoyancy)

friction and heat transfer coefficients. The thermal buoyancy forces, if of

sufficient magnitude, may influence predictions for reactor decay heat removal

and the time constants for system flow-coast-down. In addition, if the

component flows and thermal distributions are significantly altered from the

assumed one dimensional profiles, the component performance thermal-

hydraulically and structurally, from the thermal stress viewpoint, may be

adversely affected. Based on the preceding, programs are being conducted to

evaluate the importance of thermal buoyancy in reactor plant components and,

if shown to be important, generate information which will aid the reactor

designer and system analyst. The next section presents a summary of the

modeling and test procedures employed in the water thermal buoyancy reactor

component experiments.

2. Modeling and Test Procedure

A detailed discussion of general buoyancy phenomena modeling is contained

in Reference [3]. In summary, for geometrically similar regions, there are

three independent thermal-hydraulic dimensionless parameters needed to be

simulated for a single phase, incompressible and nonisothermal flow field, in

addition to appropriate boundary conditions and time scaling for non-steady

flows. The Reynolds number, Re «• UD/v, and Peclet number, Pe « UD/a,

represent respectively the ratios of convective versus diffusive fluxes of
2

momentum and of heat. The third parameter Richardson number Rl » (gf5LAT)/U ,
represents the ratio of buoyancy forces to inertial forces.



Because of the transient nature of many of the subject phenomena,

appropriate thermal-hydraulic transient time parameters must also be

simulated. In the reactor, the flow-coast-down happens very rapidly and early

In time relative to the time intervals associated with the temperature changes

in many of the components. Hence water testing was performed with component

steady inlet flows with various linear ramp thermal transients superimposed on

the ir.!et flow. The nondimensional time-scaling parameter <|> used for the

tests is defined as the ratio of duration of the thermal transient at the test

section entrance, tt» to the flow transit time from entrance to exit of the

component, t̂ .; hence, <j> = tt/tp« <|> can also be interpreted as a

nondimensional axial temperature gradient.

Theoretically, all the previous parameters must be simulated to ensure a

complete simulation of the prototype reactor conditions. The preceding is

impossible in the subject water scaled model tests, as is the case for most

testing. However, in many practical applications, fewer parameters are often

sufficient to characterize the thermal-hydraulic phenomena of primary interest

over more narrowly defined regimes. This reduction in modeling parameters is

beloved to be a valid approach in the present studies.

Even though it is not possible to match the values of Pe in the subject

water experiments with those occurring in sodium (Peg0D1UM is less than

Pe W A T £ R) or to exceed the critical threshold value of Pe beyond which Pe is

not important, the water tests have been shown for some situations to reflect

conservatively on the conditions under which buoyancy would start to affect

the sodium flows [6]. For many situations, the high thermal conductivity of

sodium tends to reduce the temperature gradients which produce flow field

density variations and hence buoyancy. However, the need for a limited number

of small scale reactor component sodium tests is currently being evaluated in

order to more sharply focus on the remaining water and sodium modeling

uncertainties.

The selection of test section sizes and flowrates for the tests was based

on maintaining fully developed turbulent flow, which is, in most instances,

prototypic of the component flows. The model and prototype values of Re were

not matched identically. Hence, of the above parameters, only Ri, $, and

geometric similitude were used to guide performing the water tests to ensure

that the test results generated would bound a regime pertinent to the reactor

community. Additionally, the reactor plant system code predictions were used



as guidelines for establishing the thermal-hydraulic ^transients to be modeled.

The tests were performed in the ANL Mixing Components Test Facility

(MCTF), see Fig. 1. The MCTF is a low pressure, low temperature, closed-

system, circulating-water loop. The flow from the te6t facility pump is split

into two streams and routed to controllable steam heated and water cooled heat

exchangers and then through separate 3000 gal. "hot" and "cold" reservoir

tanks of respective temperatures TH and Tg. Multiple piping paths route the

water from the reservoir tanks at the desired flow rates and temperatures to

the test section. The test section discharges are routed back to the system

pump. The testing required one transient flow stream to be supplied to the

pipe stratification test section, and two streams, one steady and the other

transient, to be supplied to the heat exchanger. The transient streams were

created by combining, at a given instant of time, the appropriate relative

amounts of TJJ and T^ using a thermal mixer, point C, to obtain the desired

test section flowrate Q and instantaneous temperature T. The control valves

and turbine flowmeters in lines A and B are interfaced with the MCTF

minicomputer and a feedback control loop between valves and flowmeters in

conjunction with computer stored functions describing the desired transients

allows transient simulation. The MCTF minicomputer also provides for data

acquisition, storage and analysis.

3. Pipe Flow Stratification Studies

3.1 Test Sucti' - Description

Figure r i the pipe stratification test section. It has a

constant diameter oi *. 15.24cm and a total length of L = 14.13m. As shown,

the flow enters the horizontal straight run subsection Lj = 429.3cm, turns

upward through a 90° elbow to the vertical subsection L 2 = 239.3cm, and turns

through another 90° elbow and proceeds through horizontal straight subsection

Lj « 239.5cm. The flow then turns through another 90° elbow and flows

downward through vertical subsection L^ = 239.3cm. Finally the flow turns

through a 90° elbow to a horizontal straight subsection Le • 265.2cm which is

perpendicular to the plane formed by the preceding pipe runs.

The tvst section is divided into subsections designated A to T.

Sections A to E and P to T are glass to facilitate f'.ow visualization and

sections E to P are opaque CPVC plastic. A minimum of four thermocouples
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Fig. 2 ANL Pipe Thermal Buoyancy Test Section Geometry and
Instrument Port Locations



. (copper-constantan, time constants < 10 ms) are located at each axial location

A to T and are equally spaced about the pipe circumference protruding 1/8 the

pipe radius into the fluid. In addition, vertical pipes ^ an<* W have a

thermocouple at the pipe centerline at each axial location (entering from

circumferential position 2). The test section thermocouple locations are

specified by alphanumeric designators A through T as follows: The alpha

character designates pipe axial location (see Fig. 2) and the numeric

characters n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate clockwise circumferential locations 90°

apart looking in the direction of flow according to the scheme; for

horizontal pipes, 1 designates top of the pipe, 2 and 4 sides, and 3 bottom;

for vertical pipes, 1 is on the outside of the inverted "u" formed by pipes

1*2, L,, and L^, The horizontal pipe L, has additional thermocouples located

at various axial locations at circumferential locations midway between

locations 1 and 2 (designated 5) and 2 and 3 (designated 6).

3.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Behavior

To illustrate the aature of the test performed, data for a linear

thermal upramp and a downramp test are presented. Both thermal transients are

superimposed upon constant pipe inlet flow. These tests are characterized by

larga to moderate Ri, Re > 10 , and <j> > 1. The thermal upramp test called

PIPE16 is characterized by a constant flowrate Q = 5.4M /h upon which is

euperimposed a linear thermal upramp transient from 30 to 93.5°C, A T ™ =

63.5°C, lasting tt = 63.9s. The transient thermal behavior at the pipe system

entrance is shown in Fig. 3a. The thermal distribution is symmetric around

the pipe/fluid interface. However, at axial locations B and D shown in Figs.

3b-3c, increasingly farther along horizontal Lj, extensive top (1) - bottom

(3) fluid temperature stratification, AT T B, has developed. Furthermore, some

thermocouples also register large thermal oscillations. The thermocouples in

the top region of the pipe exhibit the pipe entrance thermal transient forcing

function characteristic, while those in the bottom region lag thermally far

below those at the top.

Flow visualization for thermal upramp transients using laser

Illumination in conjunction with a fluorescing dye tracer showed that the

Incoming warmer fluid rises to the top of the pipe, up through the earlier

*A flow visualization film depicting various transients and degrees of pipe
thermal buoyancy is available on loan from ANL by contacting the first
author.
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cooler fluid, and channels along the top with a velocity exceeding the mean

flow velocity. Furthermore, if Ri is large enough (as is the case for test

PIPE16), the cooler fluid in the bottom of the pipe will stagnate, undergo

flow reversal, and stagnate again, setting up a very persistant region of cold

fluid with accompanying large thermal oscillations at the hot-cold

interface. In contrast, as will be shown for thermal downramp transients, the

region of flow stagnation and reversal occurs at the top of the pipe.

However, the magnitude of the horizontal pipe normalized maximum top-bottom

stratified temperature difference occurring over the pipe length during the

transient, ( A TJB)|^X/ & TIN* and the threshold value of Ri for flow reversal are

found to be representable by the same correlation for up-and-downramp thermal

transients. Furthermore, it has been established that the axial location of

CiTXB^MAX'l'iTIN in a horizontal P*pe segment and its amplitude depend on Ri.

For PIPE16 and Lj, ^ A T X B ) M A X / ' A T 1 N " 0.96, representing nearly 100%

stratification in Lj.

Figure 3d shows the thermal behavior at the entrance (E) and exit (H)

of vertical pipe l^. Similar to the situation which will be shown to exist

for thermal downramps, thermal mixing occurs at the entrance to the vertical,

which causes the flow at downstream locations to be approximately isothermal

over the circular cross section. Figures 3e and 3f, respectively, show the

thermal behavior at the entrance (I) and exit (L) of the high horizontal pipe

L3« Significant stratification has redeveloped over the entire pipe length.

As foi pipe L^, the warmer fluid rises, channels, and accelerates along the

top of the pipe* leaving a cooler retarded flow region along the bottom of the

pipe. Figure 3g shows the thermal distribution in the downflow vertical pipe

hi at the entrance (M) and exit (P). Just as for the upflow vertical Lg, any

evidence of immediate upstream horizontal pipe developed stratification is

greatly attenuated by mixing in the vertical. Figures 3h and 3i show the

thermal behavior in the horizontal pipe Lc at the entrance (Q) and exit (T).

The flow is thermally stratified over the entire pipe length, and

qualitatively the behavior is the same as for horizontal pipes Lj and L3.

The data for thermal downramp test PIPE2, Q - 7.43M3/h, ATIN -

H>4.3°C and tc - 133.9s, a moderate Ri test, is now presented. . The thermal

behavior at the pipe entrance is shown in Fig. 4a. No thermal stratification

developed in L. until axial location B (see Fig. 4b}. At this location, the

flow along the top of the pipe remains slightly warmer than that along the
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bottom for a short time. For location D, the downstream extremity of L^ shown

in Fig. 4c, ATTfi increased to its maximum value of (^TTB^MAX''ATIN * 0*40.

The mechanism responsible for the preceding behavior is related to

the fact that the maximum fluid velocity occurs at the pipe center and falls

to zero at the pipe wall. Hence, for a thermal downramp transient the warmer

fluid which entered the pipe at an earlier time is not swept downstream as

rapidly in the wall region as the fluid in the pipe core which is replaced

with the more recent cooler inlet fluid. The resulting thermal gradient

induced density gradient over the pipe cross section is then acted on by

gravity producing the buoyancy force which forces the cooler core flow

downward and moves the warmer outer flow near the wall upward producing the

thermal stratification. For a thermal upramp transient, the preceding

mechanism causes the warmer core flow to rise in the pipe. Irregardless of

whether an up-or downramp thermal transient is present, the data shows that

the thermally stratified region occupies a thin region at the top of the pipe

across which a large temperature difference exists. The pipe cross sectional

area below this thin region is the active flow area which is nearly isothermal

after the initial thermal disturbance has exited the pipe. The resulting

circumferential asymmetry of temperature distribution and the potentially very

large temperature difference across the stratified density interface can lead

to significant thermal pipe stresses.

Figures 4d and 4e show the thermal behavior at the entrance (E) and

exit (H) of the upflow vertical pipe L^. Again, as for the thermal upramp

test, the stratification developed in horizontal Lj is rapidly mixed and the

flow becomes isothermal over the pipe circular cross section. However, as

Fig. 4f shows, the flow restratifies again in horizontal L3 yielding a value

of ( A TTB)MAX/ A TIN = 0.12. For the downflow vertical L^, the stratification

developed in the immediate upstream horizontal was again mitigated in the

vertical piping. Finally, the flow restratified in horizontal L- with

(ATTB)MAX/ATIN =• 0.18. The preceding was observed for all tests performed and

is an important finding.

Specifically, stratification developed in a horizontal pipe

immediately upstream of a vertical pipe, for thermal up-or downramp transients

and either upflow or downflow, is greatly mitigated when passing through the

vertical. The flow leaving the vertical is isothermal over the pipe circular

flow cross section. This phenomenon is a result of the fact that the
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direction of gravity in the verticals, and hence the thermal buoyancy force,

no longer acts in a direction capable of damping out radial turbulent mixing

or instabilities in flow resulting from buoyancy induced inflection points in

the pipe velocity profiles. The resulting thermal mixing quickly renders the

flow ifothermal over the flow cross section. This behavior, in addition to

allowing two horizontal pipes at different elevations connected by a vertical

to bf: treated as if the thermal transient was independently initiated at the

entrance of each horizontal, has been used to develop a temperature

stratification correlation applicable to complicated pipe systems. The

preceding finding can also be used advantageously in designing reactor piping

relative to the interface with components in which stratified flow entering

the component would be detrimental to performance. For example, a vertical

pipe flow entry into a pump would tend to mitigate stratification developed in

upstream horizontal piping.

3.3 Buoyancy Influence on Pressure

In order to assess the nature of the departures, from the predictions

of a 1-D model of pipe flow, which can arise when pipe stratification occurs,

a 1-D thermal-hydraulic model of the pipe stratification test section, shown

in Fig. 1, was developed and predicted test section inlet to outlet pressure

differentials were compared with experimental results.

Using the one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic front assumption, the

instantaneous pressure differential between the inlet (A) and outlet (T) of

the test section is represented by

/

.T
gpdy + JP A-P T = -J gpdy+/ ttp^J dl + A ^ f PQ. (1)

The first term in Eq. (1) represents the pressure change due to thermal-head

fluid density variations. The second term accounts for wall friction losses

and the final term is the sum of the elbow losses. In addition to the

temperature forcing function imposed upon the flow at the pipe inlet, the

fluid is also affected by the fluid/wall heat transfer and wall thermal heat

capacitance. These effects have been included in the model through the

simultaneous solution of
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Cp,f Tf ( X ) A t - *f Cp,fTf (X + AX) A t + Pw(itD l - AX) ( 1 + V D ) C p , w ATw

p f (irD2/4)AX C f ATf (2 )

and

h(itDAX) (Tf - Ty)At

Equation (2) is an energy balance fcr an element of fluid of length

AX. Equation (3) represents the thermal energy transferred between the fluid

and wall, neglecting heat transfer from the wall to the ambient. The

subscripts f and w denote fluid and pipe-wall quantities, and I is the wall

thickness.

To illustrate the nature of the 1-D model predictions and the

influence of thermal buoyancy, model and experimental results are presented

for two tests. Both tests are characterized by a pipe entrant flow thermal

downramp transient lasting tt superimposed upon a constant pipe inlet flow of

Q. Both cases are turbulent flow. Test PIPE1 had modest thermal

stratification in the long horizontal entrance pipe run L^, for which the top-

bottom temperature difference, ( A TTB^MAX'
 over t*le *> in* (15.24 cm) diameter

pipe normalized by the total pipe inlet transient temperature change, ATj^,

reached 0.18. Test PIP12A had extensive stratification in horizontal pipe Lj

and ( A TTR^MAX
 reached ° « ^ of A T T N *

Figure 5 shows the experimental and predicted transient behavior of

AP^P for test PIPE1. As shown, before the thermal front reaches the vertical

pipe L,, no thermal head develops, and A? A T is constant and equal to the pipe

frictional and elbow losses. (Note that at time = 0 the test section is

isothermal.) At time - 45 s, AI>AT be£*-ns to rise due to the thermal head

difference being developed between the two verticals (I^ and L^) and then

Btarts to decline as the nonisothermal thermal zone moves into the downflow

vertical L^. Ultimately, after the inlet transient has been completely

convected out of the test section and time is allowed for both the pipe wall

to reach the final inlet temperature and for any thermally stratified trapped
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fluid to be carried out, APAT returns to its initial value represented by the

sum of the wall friction and elbow losses. For this test good agreement

exists between theory and experiment for all time. The stratification in the

horizontal L, produces no noticeable effect on .AP.T.

In contrast to the preceding, Fig. 6 shows AP^j. results for test

PIP12A. For this test, the 1-0 pipe model results are not in good agreement

with the experimental behavior of APAT. In particular, experimentally AP-T

begins to increase from its initial isothermal level earlier and remains above

the 1-D prediction until it peaks at a much lower level and then falls below

the theory as it decays back to the test section isothermal value.

The preceding type of comparisons have been performed for a large

number of tests and have yielded a criterion for when the 1-D pipe model

begins to brakedown. Specifically, it has been established that the

initiation of flow reversal in the horizontal pipes of a pipe system

constitutes the threshold at which the 1-D model predictions begin to badly

deteriorate.

The reason for the preceding is that when the peak value of AP^j

occurs, most of the contribution to AP^j. is the thermal head difference

developed between the verticals 1^ and L^ which is dictated by the temperature

distribution in the two verticals. If the temperature distribution in the

verticals at any instant of time differs from what would be predicted by a 1-D

model, differences between 1-D model predicted A P ^ and experiment will

result. The alteration in the thermal distribution resulting from thermal

buoyancy in the pipe system, and in particular in the verticals, becomes most

significant when flow reversal develops in some or all of the horizontal pipes

in a system. When flow reversal occurs in the horizontal pipes and subsequent

flow stagnation and hot fluid "hold-up" develops, which as the Richardson

number for a horizontal pipe increases becomes more severe, the transient

thermal distribution in the vertical pipes increasingly departs from what a 1-

D model would predict. Hence the 1-D model error becomes significant when

flow reversal starts. The critical flow reversal value of Richardson number

for a horizontal pipe in terms of geometry and thermal transient

characteristics is being established.

3.4 Horizontal Elbow Influence on Stratified Flow

The pipe stratification test section shown in Fig. 1 only contained

vertically orientated elbows. The piping in an actual reactor al6o contains
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non-straight horizontal pipe runs with horizontal elbows connecting the

individual horizontal straight pipes. Thus information on the influence of a

horizontal elbow on the behavior of a stratified flow passing through it is

important. In view of the preceding, a horizontal pipe system comprised of

two straight horizontal pipes separated by a 90° elbow has been tested under

thermal transient conditions.

Figure 7 shows the normalized maximum horizontal pipe top-to-bottom

stratification temperature difference (ATTg) occurring in the pipe downstream

of the elbow (denoted by 2) during a transient plotted versus the similar

behavior in the pipe upstream of the elbow (denoted by 1) for a series of

tests. The symbol ATjjg is the total transient temperature change occurring at

the entrance to the pipe system. Up to the value of ( A TTR^MAX1 /' A TIN * 0 # 5»

(ATfpjj)jjAy2/ATjjj is nearly a linear function of the former with an approximate

elope of 0.4. Physically, this means that the horizontal elbow does produce

strong mitigation of the stratified upstream flow as the flow proceeds into

1-2. In other words, the secondary flows produced by the elbow are quite

effective in "mixing" the upstream stratification. Then, stratification

redevelops in L^ from this new entrance condition at the exit of the

horizontal elbow.

As the value of (ATjj^y^nn/ATjj, increases in the range of 0.5 to 1.0

(i.e., the flow in L^ becomes more stratified), the slope of the correlation

curve steepens rapidly. Hence, the elbow mitigation effect on the upstream

stratification diminishes as the stratification increases in L^ beyond a

certain limit. Thus when this limit is exceeded, the buoyancy forces are

strong enough to have significant influence in the form of suppressing the

secondary flows generated inside the elbow.

Because the elbow generated secondary flows are a function of the

radius/curvature ratio of the elbow, it is anticipated that the preceding

behavior will be a function of the elbow geometry. This matter is being

explored.

3.5 Summary of Pipe Stratification Findings

An intermediate phase of a multiphase program aimed at investigating

the importance of thermal buoyancy to LMFBR pipe system thermal-hydraulics

during thermal transients has been completed. Pipe systems comprised of

horizontal and vertical pipes have been tested under the condition of thermal

transients superimposed upon constant pipe system inlet water flow. Both
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thermal up-and downramp linear transients for various turbulent flow rates

hcve been studied, simulating a wide range of thermal buoyant force

strength. The thermal buoyancy force induced phenomena of thermal

stratification, flow stagnation, and flow recirculation have been delineated

and their behavior in terms of thd appropriate thermal-hydraulic and geometric

parameters is being established over r wide r.nge of conditions pertinent to

LMFBR pipe systems. The results obtained from this study are unique. They

furnish pipe system designers ami LMFBR system analysis people thermal-

hydraulic criteria useful in assessing the importance of thermal buoyancy in

piping system flows. The highlighted findings to date are as follows:

1. For linear thermal up-or downramp transients superimposed

upon constant flowrate turbulent flow entering an initially

isothermal pipe system comprising straight horizontal and

vertical pipes interconnected by 90° elbows, the maximum

individual horizontal pipe flow stratified top-to-bottom

temperature difference developed during the transient, as a

percentage of the total transient temperature change at the

pipe system entrance, can be correlated.

2. Stratification developed in a horizontal pipe immediately

upstream of a vertical pipe for thermal up-or downramp

transients is not convected through the vertical for a wide

range of conditions. The flow leaving the vertical is

isothermal over "the pipe circular flow cross section.

3* The behavior of verticals in mitigating and destroying

stratified flows produced in adjacent upstream horizontals

can be used advantageously in designing reactor piping and

interfacing with various plant components in which

stratified flow entering the component would be injurious

to the structure or performance.

4* The axial location of the maximum stratified flow top-

bottom temperature difference ( A TXB ̂MAX^A^IN o c c u r ri ng *n a

horizontal pipe during a thermal up-or downramp transient

varies with the strength of the thermal buoyancy forces.

5* The stratification developed in a pipe upstream of a

horizontal elbow, if strong enough, when convected through

the elbow suppress the secondary mixing flows generated by

the elbow.
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6. The Information being generated can be used to estimate the

propensity for and severity of stratification in an

existing pipe system as well as for estimating when 1-D

thermal-hydraulic pipe models become inadequate for

predicting AP. The information can also be used to specify

the nature of the transients which can be allowed in a

system before exceeding an acceptable level of

stratification.

A. Pipe Flow Fluid Reservoir Buoyancy Interaction

The studies described in this section constitutes a new program directed

at determining the propensity for pipe stratification to occur in outlet

nozzles and hot-leg piping of a generic LMFBR during events producing reverse

or stagnant pipe flow. The information produced by the studies described in

Section 3 showed that stratification can occur and hence structural thermal

stresses can be produced when flow leaks back past a check valve for several

reactor events (for example, in a down loop during N-l loop operation).

Reactor events of the above nature cause stratified flow to be convected back

into the reactor-outlet rozzle/piping region and to be back-flushed into the

reactor upper plenum producing a pipe-flow-generated thermal plume in the

plenum, which influences plenum-wall and outlet-nozzle thermal

distributions. Three phenomena -have been highlighted as having a direct

bearing on a quantitative assessment of the potential problem and for which

inadequate technical information is available:

(a) Steady-state initial thermal distribution in the down loop is

very important to the proper interpretation of the ensuing stratification

after the backflow transient begins. The initial thermal distribution in the

piping falls into a class of steady-state pipe-stratification problems

resulting from differentially heated pipe ends with both zero and nonzero mean

flow.

(b) The behavior of a stratified pipe flow discharging into a large

reservoir is not well understood, both from the viewpoint of how the

pipe/reservoir interaction influences the pipe stratification itself (being

the boundary condition on one end of the pipe), and from the viewpoint of how:

(c) The plume generated by the back-flushed pipe flow into the

plenum influences the thermal distribution in the outlet-nozzle/plenum-wall
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region.

To address the above concerns and learn more about the above phenomena, a

new test section has been built. The test section called the Buoyancy Effects

Tank (BET) is comprised of a 4-in. (10.16-cm) or a 1-in. (2.54-cm)-dia pipe

system (straight and nonstraight, horizontal, and vertical pipe runs), which

is connected to a 900-gal (3.41-m ) reservoir (either hot or cold). A

temperature difference can be imposed between the pipe end farthest from the

reservoir and the reservoir itself. Both zero and nonzero mean flow, as well

ae steady or transient water conditions, can be supplied to the pipe/reservoir

test section. The piping and reservoir walls are transparent to allow laser-

flow visualization of the pipe-stratification and thermal-plume behavior in

the outlet-nozzle/plenum-wall region. Extensive thermocouple instrumentation

is used to characterize both the pipe and plume thermal distributions.

In summary, tests performed to date showed the following. The sketch in

Fig. 8a shows the flow behavior for the conditions of zero mean pipe flow and

the pipe hotter than the reservoir. As shown, a large thermal-buoyancy-force-

driven recirculation loop occupies the entire pipe length. Cold fluid from

the reservoir is drawn into the bottom of the pipe at the pipe/wall interface

and flows along the bottom of the pipe toward the hot end. At the hot end,

the cool fluid is warmed and rises and travels back along the top of the pipe

toward the reservoir. At the raservoir-wall nozzle region, the hot fluid

rises up the wall in the form of a buoyant plume. The flow in the nozzle-wall

region is very complex. The rising plume entrains fluid from below the

elevation of the nozzle, and the entrained flow interacts with the cold flow

being drawn into the bottom of the pipe. Very small temperature differences

between reservoir and pipe end were found to be sufficient for setting up the

recirculation loop over the entire pipe length. The pipe was felt to be hot

on top and cooler on the bottom due to the stratification.

For a given reservoir/pipe-end temperature difference, as the flow Q

through the pipe was increased from zero, the axial length of the pipe

recirculation loop X (see Fig. 8b) decreased. As shown in Fig. 9, the cold

backflow recirculation loop penetration distance, \, into the hot pipe flow

decreases as the hot flow rate into the pipe, Q, increases. The data shown is

for a fixed cold reservoir-to-hot inlet flow temperature difference. For

te6ts of this nature the full pipe-to-reservoir temperature difference was

found to exist as a pipe top-to-bottom thermally stratified temperature
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difference. When the flow Q is large enough, the reservoir cooler flow no

longer penetrates up into the pipe. Under the limiting case of no pipe

recirculation flow or stratification, only the thermal plume generated by the

hot pipe flow discharging into the reservoir is of potential concern, and only

to the extent that the plume contacts the reservoir walls. Furthermore, the

depth or thickness of the cold-backflc-; penetration region at the wall/nozzle

was fouud to increase as the flow was reduced, all other parameters being held

constant. The character and extent of the cold-backflow recirculation loop

was seen to be strongly dependent on the Richardson number. The axial extent

of the region of backflow became quite small as the Richardson number

approached unity, and the penetration distance increased with increasing

Richardson number. Finally, it was established that the character of the

backflow is strongly dependent on small pipe-angle departures from the

horizontal. This is an important observation because all "horizontal" pipes

in a reactor are sloped for drainage.

5. Heat Exchanger Buoyancy Effects

5.1 Test Section Description

The test model utlized, see Fig. 10, is a 360°, 1/5-scale, all glass,

vertically orientated, model of a counter-flow shell-tube HX. The model

incorporates most all prototype geometric features, including shell- and tube-

side inlet-outlet plenums and full disc orificed flow distribution baffle

plates to create mixed axial-crossflow in a 150 tube bundle. Both steady-

state and transient thermal-hydraulic conditions are being tested. The

appropriate modeling parameters are being varied over a wide range to ensure

that conditions of insignificant as well as very strong buoyancy are

simulated. Thermal buoyancy effects have been delineated in both the steady

and transient modes of testing.

The test section is extensively instrumented with thermocouples to

measure inlet-outlet as well as tube bundle and plenum thermal

distributions. In addition, the flow distribution within the model has been

studied using the same laser technique as employed in the pipe studies.

5*2 Summary of HX Transient Buoyancy

In summarys the transient tests performed to date have shown that for

equal and constant shell and tube side inlet flowrates with a thermal
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transient linear downramp superimposed on the shell side inlet flow, and

constant temperature of the tube side inlet flow, thermal buoyancy effects

Start to play an important role in HX performance when the thermal buoyant

force simulation of prototype reactor events corresponds to flowrates of 5% or

less of full prototype design flow. Specifically, for thermal downramps on

the shell side, an unstable flow configuration occurs because cooler fluid

lies over warmer, flow channeling downward through the tube bundle has been

observed to occur.

This channeling has been visualized using the laser flow

visualization technique. To employ this technique, the very thin plane of

laser light was passed parallel to the HX axis and batween the tube columns

deep within the bundle. The resulting illuminated plane can then be viewed

through the glass of the HX shell and intervening tubes with a high speed

camera which photographs the motion of very small nearly neutral buoyant

polystyrene sphere flow tracers. This technique delineated extreme detail of

flow pattern between adjacent baffles as well as the thermal buoyant force

induced coupling of the flow and thermal distributions during a transient.

During the thermal transient, the shell side flow patterns deep within the

bundle show extensive acceleration of the flow down the center of the bundle,

with the formation of large recirculation zones between adjacent orificed

baffle plates.

Simultaneous with the buoyancy induced flow channeling, thermocouples

at a given axial tube bundle location exhibit large radial temperature

variation for a period of time. The resulting radial tube bundle temperature

variations can, if large enough, result in undesirable stresses being

produced. Furthermore, the channeling and acceleration of the flow through

the tube bundle causes the thermal disturbance initiated at the shell inlet to

travel faster through the tube bundle than what would be indicated by a one-

dimensional thermal-hydraulic model of the heat exchanger. Hence, a 1-D model

would over-estimate the transit time through the heat exchanger and wrongly

give the effective axial temperature gradient through the unit. The preceding

may further cause uncertainties in 1-D predicted heat transfer and thermal

density head developed in the vertical heat exchanger. Figure 11 shows the

transient thermal behavior for a shell thermal downramp test THX142, at the

shell inlet (TgI) and outlet (Tso) pipes. The shell and tube side inlet

flowrates were constant at 3.18nrVh. The shell sdde inlet temperature T S I,



changed from an initial 78.5°C to a final temperature of 39°C in ~ 40.0s in a

linear fashion, while the tube flow inlet temperature remained constant at

26.7°C.

To Illustrate the presence and severity of buoyancy induced flow

channeling in the shell side tube bundle, the experimental flow transport time

of the thermal disturbance from shell inlet to outlet tp(EXP) was compared

with the flow transit time twi-D) which was calculated based on a 1-D slug

model of transport. From Fig. 11 the thermal disturbance at the inlet started

at 24s and was first detected at the outlet at 108s yielding tp,EXpv =

84.0s. The 1-D model predicted t$>n_]j) = 101s. Hence the thermal downramp

buoyancy induced flow channeling caused the thermal disturbance to travel

faster through the bundle.

Table 1 shows a compilation of the previous, type of data and a

comparison with 1-D model for four downramp tests. All four tests have the

same input initial and final temperature levels to the test model, but were

carried out at different flowrates or thermal transient duration times, tt>

For a given thermal transient, the lower the flowrate the larger the buoyant

force strength, and for a given flowrate the faster the transient, the greater

the axial temperature gradient, and hence, the larger the buoyancy forces.

Thus, buoyancy force strength increases from test to test in moving up the

table. Importantly, it is seen that for the two smallest buoyancy force tests

THX561 and THX281, the agreement between tp/EXp\ and tp^.jjj Is good.

Therefore, no buoyancy induced flow channeling occurred. However, at the

increased level of buoyancy force strength associated with test THX141,

channeling has occurred and a 7% error exists between experiment and the 1-D

model. Further, increasing of the buoyancy force strength to that associated

with test THX142 increased channeling and the error to 202!. Currently a

generalized correlation for the channeling phenomenon is being developed along

with the investigation of when channeling causes heat transfer and pressure

drop departures from the 1-D HX models being used in LMFBR system codes.

Figure 12 illustrates the transient behavior of the shell side tube

bundle radial temperature distribution at an axial location about three

' quarters of the distance through the tube bundle for test THX142. Prior to

the time the thermal disturbance reaches this axial location, there is only

about a 3°C radial variation in temperature across the bundle. However,

during the period oi time in which the disturbance passes through this axial
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TABLE It HX SHELL SIDE INLET TO OUTLET FLOW
TRANSIT TIME U £>: tXPERIMENT VERSUS
1-J KODEL: SHELL SIDE THERMAL DOWHRAHP
TRANSIENT TESTS

TEST Os-OTl».l «tU) t I ( £ U ) tr(,.D)tsi I A E R R O R »««*«

*THXM2

THX141

111X231

THXS61

11

M

28

56

33.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

84.0

97.0

55.0

25.0

101.0

101.0

55.0

26.0

20.0

7.8
0.0

0.2
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' location and flow channeling is occurring, the radial temperature variation

increases to 12°C which is nearly 50% of the mean change in temperature which

occurred at this axial location as a result of the thermal down ramp

transient. This behavior also occurred at other axial locations in the tube

bundle.

5.3 Summary of HX Steady State Buoyancy

Interesting thermal buoyancy force induced phenomena also occur under

steady state, nonisothermal, low flow operation of the HX. Figure 13 shows

the thermal behavior at the shell outlet pipe for test THX142. Of interest is

the thermal distribution during the initial interval (<100s) before the.

thermal disturbance has reached the exit. As shown, a large 16°C temperature

difference exists across the exit pipe. This behavior has been shown to be a

result of a large flow recirculation zone present in the lower shell side tube

bundle region adjacent to the outlet pipe. This recirculation zone produces

large temperature differences in the lower tube bundle region, even under high

flow conditions, and under conditions of large buoyancy force causes

stratified flow to spill out into the outlet pipe producing possible thermal

stress problems both in the outlet pipe as well as in the tube bundle. Figure

14 shows the dependence of the normalized top-bottom fluid temperature

difference in the shell outlet pipe as a function of a dimensional parameter

which is proportional to the buoyant force strength in the region depicted in

the Fig. 14 insert. Clearly as buoyancy becomes strong, 100% stratification

occurs in the outlet pipe. The preceding steady state phenomenon is

representative of the behavior of a recirculation zone which might be located

anywhere in the tube bundle (i.e., downstream of a baffle plate).

Finally, under steady nonisothermal operation it has been determined

that the elementary 1-D heat exchanger model, frequently used to relate HX

inlet thermal-hydraulic conditions to those at the outlet, correctly

represents the HX model performance under high flow conditions. However, as

the thermal buoyancy forces grow within the bundle, the 1-D model brakes down

and becomes inadequate. The preceding is being investigated in more detail to

delineate the mechanisms responsible for this behavior and is important

.because designers currently use heat transfer coefficients under low flow

conditions which do not account for thermal buoyancy. In regard to how

buoyancy may influence low flow, steady state tube bundle heat transfer, some

interesting results have been obtained from the water tests. Specifically, as



a result of the vertical orientation of the HX, and the fact that the cooled

shell-side flow is downward and the heated tube-side flow i6 upward, the

buoyancy forces acting on the fluid-boundary layers on both the tube outer and

inner surfaces, when large enough, can enhance the overall heat transfer by

individually increasing the shell- and tube-side heat-transfer coefficients.

For example, at the tube inner surfaces, the fluid near the wall is warmer

than that at the center. Hence, if the buoyancy forces are of sufficient

magnitude, the fluid will be buoyed upward near the tube wall altering the

near-wall velocity. Because the buoyancy forces act in the same direction as

the tube-side mean flow, the wall heat-transfer coefficient is increased as a

result of an increase in the near-wall fluid velocity. On the other hand, the

HX heat transfer data, when compared with available empirical nonbuoyancy heat

transfer correlations, show less heat transfer than indicated by the

correlations for conditions of negligible to moderate buoyancy forces, which

is related to the thermal buoyancy forces acting mainly on the turbulent

structure of the flow. Thus the water data has shown that buoyancy can

suppress or enhance tube bundle heat transfer depending on the strength of the

buoyancy forces acting on the flow. This behavior is similar to that

uncovered by Petukhov [7] in his studies of single-vertical-tube water-flow

heat transfer. However, no quantified generalized understanding exists for

the previous phenomena and, of more importance, the existing heat transfer

correlations for sodium tube bundle flows do not account for buoyancy.

It should also be noted that most 2-D and 3-D heat-exchanger thermal-

hydraulic codes currently being developed to aid design of HXs and SGs also

use empirical tube-heat-transfer correlations, which neglect buoyancy, as a

means of coupling the shell- and tube-side flows thermally. Thus under low

flow conditions, even though these codes properly solve the conservation

equations for the shell- and tube-side flows, errors can be introduced through

the use of fluid/tube-wall heat-transfer coefficients which neglect buoyancy.

The preceding heat transfer phenomena are being further studied with

the goal of developing correlations which account for buoyancy in prototype

reactor sodium flow and also account for the important differences between

water and sodium Peclet numbers.
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Nomenclature

D hydraulic diameter of pipe or tube bundle

g gravitational constant

HX refers to heat exchanger

L characteristic length of a flow region

Lj,i=l, 2, ...5 length of individual pipe runs comprising pipe system

Q test section flow rate

t denotes time duration

T denotes temperature of flow

AT indicates temperature difference

U average flow velocity
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Greek Symbols

o thermal diffusivity

3 coefficient of volume thermal expansion

v fluid kinematic viscosity

Nondimensional Parameters

Pe Peclet number, UD/a

Re Reynolds number, VD/v

Ri Richardson number, (g&LAT)U2

$ ratio of thermal transient duration time to

test section flow through time, tt/tp

(iTjB)MAX/ATj^ horizontal pipe maximum top-to-bottom fluid

stratified temperature difference normalized

by the total transient fluid temperature change

at the pipe entrance

Subscripts

c test facility cold fluid reservoir temperature

F denotes test section flow transport time

(EXP) denotes experimentally determined quantity

(1-D) denotes quantity based on one dimensional

thermal-hydraulic model prediction

H test facility hot fluid reservoir temperature

IN denotes conditions at the inlet of the test section

S denotes conditions on shell side of HX

SI denotes conditions at HX shell inlet

SO denotes conditions at HX shell outlet

SOB denotes conditions at bottom of HX shell outlet pipe

SOI denotes conditions at top of HX shell outlet pipe

TI denotes conditions at HX tube inlet

t denotes test section inlet thermal transient

duration time


